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M4.7
AUTOMATIC " T A T I O N

OF BIOPIEDICAL IMAGES
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The paper begins with a brief discussion of the
problems
encountered when threshold selection
techniques are used
for EM
cell
image
segmentation. Problems with published techniques
have lead us to the use of a more powerful
relaxation algorithm which utilizes the spatial
context of each pixel as well as the global
statistical information of the images. However,
the RLP is inherently quite sensitive to initial
probability labelling process [5]. We solved this
problem by combining thresholding techniques with
the relaxation process. The fine structures of the
image
can be revealed when the process is
localized to sub-images or windows that partition
the image. The advantages of this method, in both
computing cost and smoothing properties, the
efficiency
is
dramatically increased when
multilevel RLP is employed.

ABSTRACT

A new methodology which combines thresholding and
probabilistic Relaxation Labelling Process is
proposed for automatic segmentation of biomedical
electron micrograph images. The image is first
thresholded and initial label probabilities of
individual pixel are assigned according to the
distance of each pixel to the clusters resulted
from thresholding. The label probabilities are
then estimated and
updated
iteratively by
employing the relaxation labelling process. To
reveal local details, the
initial labelling
process is localized to sub-images of the original
image. A heuristic criterion is defined to
determine the number of classes that exist in each
sub-image. Computing cost and artifacts are
greatly reduced if the process is implemented at
multiple levels of resolution. The method has been
applied to
electron micrograph cell
images
successfully.

11. THRESHOLDING

I. INTRODUCTION

Thresholding techniques provide fast and simple
approaches to image segmentation. Most techniques
utilize the shape information of an
image
histogram, in threshold selection, or try to
obtain the best histogram partition with respect
to some criteria [ 6 ] . However, these methods are
quite noise sensitive and hence error-prone,
especially when object distributions overlap each
other. A s an illustration of this, Fig. 1 shows a
typical digitized EM cell image that composes of
hetechromatin regions
(dark), cytoplasm and
euchromatin regions (both grey) on a bright
background. The image contains 256 x 256 pixels
with 256 possible grey levels. Note that no
distinct
boundary
exists
between
the
hetechromatin, euchromatin and cytoplasm regions.
Fig. 2 shows the
corresponding grey
level
histogram
of this image. The broadening and
filling in of the intermodal valleys of the
histogram show the effects of shading and noisy
characteristics o f the image. Fig. 3 shows the
thresholded image by employing the recently
proposed moment-preserving thresholding method
[7]. This method offers several advantages over
other popular methods [8,9]:

Automatic segmentation of biomedical images of
electron micrograph (EM) images is the most
crucial step for their automatic morphological
analysis. Such images are difficult to segment due
to the shading effects, introduced by samplg
preparation, electron microscope, photographic
printing process, and
the acquisition and
digitization of EM images. Shading gives poor
contrast, non-uniform intensity, among objects and
background, and constitutes a major obstacle in
automatic analysis of digitized images.
Attempts have been made by a number of researchers
to
overcome the problem o f preprocessing EM
images. Ito and Sat0 [l] selected thresholds
manually to extract local line-feature segments
[ 2 ] in finding DNA information. Lipkin and Lempkin
et a1 [ 3 , 4 ] , approached the shading and noise
problem by
combining the notch filter and
thresholding and shrinking techniques in the
preprocessing of EM of nucleic acid molecules. In
this paper, a new technique is presented which
combines thresholding and probabilistic Relaxation
Labelling Process (RLP) for automatic segmentation
of EM images. In particular, the technique is
illustrated by partitioning EM images o f cell
structures into three classes : hetechromatin,
cytoplasm or euchromatin, and background.
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no exhaustive optimal search is required;
no a prior probability distribution is assumed;
unique optimal thresholds can be obtained.

it can be seen, local segmentation errors occur
tween and within
some hetechromatin and
chromatin
regions. The
connectedness of
techromatin is not preserved in some regions.
e
results thus illustrate that grey level
resholding as an algorithm to
produce
gmentation is ineffective to a large degree due
reduce local errors, the raw image can be
oothed before thresholding. Fig. 4 illustrates
e segmented results after they have been
rocessed with
an adaptive filter [lo].
facts within different regions are greatly
ced. However, some fine details are missing,
cially in the hetechromatin regions, due to of
blur introduced by filtering. The results show
filtering before
thresholding is an
equate approach for good segmentation.

The significance
h a definition i s that a
pair of adjacent pi
ving the same labels are
compatible with each
assumed to be com
other. We found
this arrangement works
reasonably well wit
images. For a general
discussion of the
readers are referred to
[12]. The relaxation process, however, is quite
sensitive to the initial label assignment. Slow
entation errors w n i i l A
itial labelling [ 5 1 . To
combined thresholding
The image is initially
thresholded using
and initial probability
vectors are esti
ccording to the Mahalanobis
distance between
1 I. and class k as

111. R E W T I O N PROCESS

e probabilistic relaxation labelling process
lows the introduction of global contextual
o reduce local ambiguities in pixel
RLP also provides useful "clean up"
entations. The RLP can be defined as

(5)

where
be the set of pixels and let (L1,
. . , L) be the set of possible labels of
W i d each pixel Ii, an m-dimensional
is
probability vector (p. (L1) ,p.(L2) , . . . ,p.(L
y assigned. The'componint pi($)
lndTcates
bability that I. e $, where % c c
. . ,L ) , and satisties

0 5 Pi($)

5

te the mean and variance of

1

As an illustrati

(1)
The
label probabilities are then iteratively
updated by independently computing a new pi(L.) in
J
the following heuristic manner:

errors are
and 4 . Howe
the hetechr
Some fine

d as compared wi
hological struc
are still not p

local density distribution of an object, since
some local information is masked out. Thus, t

ere N(i)
denotes
the
8-neighbourhood
sociated to the pixel I., and c is the number
pixels o f such neighbokrs.
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Fig. 9 illustrates the final result when the
multilevel process is performed at resolution
levels of 256 x 256 and 128 x 128. Most of the
artifacts are eliminated due to the more efficient
smoothing capability of the multilevel approach.
Note also that the multilevel process provides a
faster convergence rate than standard single-level
process, as it propagates contextual information
more effectively at the
coarser level. In
comparison, the single-level algorithm required
about 35 minutes to execute, while the multilevel
counterpart took 18 minutes. Both algorithms were
implemented in C using a 8MHz IBM AT personal
computer.

if they are satisfied, then assign
tLi
tHi

=

tL;
tH;

and stop.
else go to step 2.
step 2: Assume w.
consists of two classes;
determine threshold t for the window.
Perform the test as in step 1.
if this is satisfied, then assign
tLi

=

tLi

=

t;

tHi

-

(t + tgH)/2
gL
if t > (tgL + tgH)/2

tgH. if t

-

5

V. CONCLUSION

t .
tHi
t
gL'
else wi consists of one class only, and
assign
tLi

=

tgL; tHi

=

method employing thresholding and probabilistic
relaxation process was presented for automatic
segmentation of biomedical electron micrograph
images o f cell structures. Dramatic improvement in
the quality of the segmentation can be obtained by
localizing the labelling process of the system. A
simple, but robust, statistical method was defined
to determine the number of classes within a
sub-image. Efficiencies, in both computing cost
and smoothing properties, are greatly increased if
multilevel relaxation is employed. The algorithm
is local, highly parallel and suitable for
implementation by hierarchical computational
architecture.

A

t
gH'

The simple, but robust, criterion defined in step
1 provides measures of separability between two
different classes of object. p. and p . , i = 1, 2
or 3 , respectively, denoted the 'fractiin of the
pixels and the mean value of the ith class within
w.. t
and t
are, respectively, the lower and
h$gheF thresgold determined for the whole image.
gl and g2 are predefined constants.
Once
the
thresholds for each window are
determined, the
initial probability vector
associated with each pixel in a particular window
can be determined as described before. The
discontinuities between
the boundary of the
windows can be eliminated by low pass filtering,
with the constraints in (1) being satisfied.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the initial segmentation
and final results respectively. Most of the fine
details of
the image are revealed and the
morphological structure of
the hetechromatin
regions are now preserved. However, the method
becomes more sensitive to shading. Small artifacts
are present, especially within the euchromatin
regions. The smoothing properties of the RLP are
not sufficient to eliminate the errors.

Figure 1

IV. MULTILEVEL REIAXATION PROCESS
The smoothing power of the RLP can be enhanced if
the algorithm is processed at multiple levels of
resolution. We first perform a small number of
relaxation iterations at a finer resolution level.
The label estimates are then used as the initial
estimates for a coarser level and the estimates
are updated iteratively on that level for a few
times. Finally, estimates at the coarser level are
interpolated back to the finer level and more
iterations follow until 99% of the pixels are
unambiguously labelled. The basic idea of the
process is based on the fact that, for a single
level relaxation process, high spatial frequency
errors become high frequency error at the coarser
level.

Figure 2
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Figure 8
Figure 3

Figure 9

Figure 4
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